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Fiery hard rock with a disco surf punk groove. 9 MP3 Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, METAL/PUNK: American

Punk Show all album songs: Waha Fire Songs Details: Stevie was writing and jammin songs back in the

high school days when he started kickin it with Konrad in the basement. Konner hit the boomers for a little

till they met Turkish Emre who was friends with Konner's younger brother Narcoleptic Al. Naturally,

Konner jumped on the axe and Groovebox was born... High School friend Davis Willis (Vista Davis),

whose own bands were on the fritz, filled in on the big axe when Gbox gave him an offer he couldn't

refuse: a personal line of spring water he could sell out of the trunk of his '89 powder blue civic as well as

.006 of all future Gbox revenue. He jumped on the Box with the pleasure. After much groovy jamming the

band was dealt a serous blow- they learned that the name 'Groovebox' was already taken by a group of

jazzy old dudes from Florida. Many sleepless nights followed... Meanwhile Vista Davis began pursuing his

recording career. He was quickly overwhelmed with progressive rock and had to leave the band. At this

point, the remaining threesome had settled upon the name Waha Fire for personal reasons and began

their search for Bassman Randy Savage (BRS). One of the Pierces, acquaintances of Konner and Stevie,

was and is currently dating a dude named Kevin who introduced Nick (Savage) bartender and bass

extraordinaire, to The Fire.... The Band is now touring the greater part of Northern New Jersey and NYC.

Waha Fire is a solely original band. All songs are born in the sometimes-twisted mind of Stevie T. The

songs cover the spectrum of topics dealing with love, life, power, politics, journeys, and even creepy

Treefolk. Weve included the lyrics here because you will connect with them and be inspired by them, well

maybe not Treefolk. After Stevie writes the music and lyrics Turkish Emre lays down a groovy beat and

writes the drum line. The nine songs on our new EP, have been around for quite a while, and some are

older than Waha Fire, coming from the Groovebox days. These songs are what the Fire was built on; they

are the coals of a smoldering Groovebox. We hope you guys dig the tunes, and read the lyrics so next

show you can sing along while rocking out with us.
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